
 

John Stodola 

John Stodola has been an Eagle and Eagle Supporter for decades. John has been a starter and official for cross 
country and track and field. John has also lent assistance to our track and cross country programs in the past. 
His help in athletics as a volunteer and former coach has been invaluable! John Stodola has been a huge help 
with a new project for Chemistry this year. The title of this project is “What happens to our poo”? We study 
subtopics like septic, sewer, costs, etc. and John (a retired chemist) helped to set up a tour at the Kalamazoo 
Wastewater treatment plant, helped chaperone a group of students to watch a septic tank being pumped, and 
also helped answer numerous student questions through email. John’s willingness and excitement in helping 
help with this project as well at a future project over how water softeners work, is helping to bring real world 
context to my classroom. I know he’s actively involved in the community, and I really appreciate the time and 
expertise he brings to my students. John has also been an active member of our CARE Reading Volunteer 
program at the elementary school. In this program John partners with a classroom and serves as a positive adult 
for students to read with. In all, John will add roughly 30-40 hours of additional reading instruction to our 
school this year through his volunteerism! John’s curious and exciting nature is something our students love 
about Mr. Stadola! He knows everything you can imagine about science, and if he doesn’t know he researches 
and finds out. The students always want to talk to Mr. Stadola and have many questions for him. Since there 
isn’t endless time in class to talk, it was decided he would have lunch with the kids, lunch with a scientist, on a 
regular basis to discuss their curiosities about the world. After lunch with the students, Mr. Stadola would hurry 
home and email links from the internet that were related to the “Lunch with a Scientist” topics. The students 
were thrilled to get this information and felt a connection with the “cool scientist guy!” His tireless work on 
behalf of our youth through volunteerism is an example for all to follow! 

 


